This paper reflects on cultural mobility in the interwar Europe exemplified by mutual exchange between Dutch and Polish avant-garde formations such as De Stijl or Blok. Polish and Dutch groups and magazines belonged to an international, cross-border network of avant-garde writers, artists and architects who jointly struggled for new, modern art. Within this network, magazines and artists from Poland and the Netherlands were related to each other regardless of apparent cultural and linguistic boundaries -not only via other formations (e.g. French or German), but also directly based on personal contacts between particular representatives of given groups. These relationships enabled direct, mutual and reciprocal exchange of texts and reproductions of artworks and architectural projects between Polish and Dutch magazines. Based on such tangible traces, as well as private correspondence between the artists, I describe the history and the maelstroms of cultural exchange between Dutch and Polish avant-gardes, which -being part of the transnational European avant-garde network -significantly contributed to the development of modern literary, artistic and architectural thought.
Introduction
The development of the twentieth-century art was much influenced by revolutionary currents and movements of the historical avant-garde, among others by International Constructivism. Developing simultaneously in various countries, it united writers, artists and architects from the whole continent who exchanged their artistic, architectural and literary theories boosting cultural mobility in the interwar Europe. Alongside representatives of French, German or Russian formations, also Dutch and Polish artists were key-actors in this transnational network -they launched new avant-garde magazines, joined international artistic groups and contributed to congenial formations. Despite apparent cultural or linguistic differences, the representatives of Polish and Dutch avantgarde circles were directly linked to each other, and traces of constant circulation of their works and ideas may be found in their magazines and correspondence. In the light of such explicit traces, I will reflect on mutual exchange between Polish and Dutch avant-garde periodicals as a case study of transnational cultural mobility in Europe of the 1920s and 30s 1 . 2 van Doesburg played a very important role on the Dutch avant-garde scene. He was an active organizer, theoretician and inspirer and had a major impact on the Dutch-speaking avant-garde network. Van Doesburg personally ran the magazine and made it last so long, at the same time his difficult personality strongly marked those relationships, which often led to hostility and conflicts. Thus De Stijl was far from being a coherent or homogenous artistic collective. Throughout the years, the journal had a number of contributors (among others Cornelis van Eesteren, Gerrit Rietveld and Georges Vantongerloo), but the cooperation with most of them did not last long, mainly due to interpersonal animosities with van Doesburg. It was clearly reflected in a letter from 1950 sent by Vantongerloo to Seuphor who claimed: Besides De Stijl -which became the primary focus of the post-war avant-garde historiography and became a synonym of Dutch (contribution to) modern art 4 13 One after the other, Seuphor listed artists from Holland, Belgium, Poland, France or Uruguay who were joined in their pursuit of modern avant-garde art and shared common artistic values, no matter which background or nationality they represented. Yet, in his response van Doesburg argued that 'jamais un groupement sans base exclusive et strictement définiée, composé par des élements opposés, pourra marcher unanimenment "vers un ideal de construction"' [a group with no fixed basis or strict definition, consisting of opposing elements will never be able to advance unanimously towards 'the ideal of construction']. 14 21 and several members of Praesens participated in the Machine Age Exposition in New York. The General National Exhibition (PWK) held in 1929 in Poznań, a collective achievement of Praesens architects and painters, led to hostilities within the group and a split between these two fractions. 22 As a consequence, Strzemiński and other painters left the group claiming that Syrkus and other architects destroyed their designs for PWK. Having published the second issue of Praesens, the group became exclusively devoted to architecture, and became much related to the CIAM organization.
Dutch constructivist magazines and formations
Following the break-up of Praesens in 1929, Strzemiński, Kobro and Stażewski established the a. r. group (revolutionary artists or real avant-garde) which was to unite all artistic disciplines: visual arts, architecture, typography and poetry. Strzemiński aimed to involve Peiper in his new initiative but the latter refused and instead -against Strzemiński's advice -cooperated with Praesens. 23 The fact that a. r. did not succeed to form a new organ of the Polish avant-garde, had to do with significant fragmentation and weak organizational structure of Polish art milieu. Following the closure of Zwrotnica in 1927, the Polish avant-garde scene had no firm base but a number of short-lasting and concurrent magazines such as Europa edited by Stanisław Baczyński or L'Art Contemporain -Sztuka Współczesna edited by Brzękowski and Chodasiewicz-Grabowska (Nadia Léger). L'Art Contemporain published Polish and foreign texts both in Polish and in French, aiming to become an important platform promoting Polish literary avant-garde abroad. Europa on the other hand was more socially and politically oriented. Internal animosities and lack of common ground within Polish artistic milieu of late 1920s and early 1930s bothered both Brzękowski and Strzemiński who deplored that their colleagues were not able to solidarize and cooperate. 28 In the course of 1930, they wanted to launch a new avant-garde journal which was to unite the Polish scene under one name and in May 1931 a journal named Linia was launched. 29 Yet, it did not manage to constitute a new organ of the whole Polish avantgarde -programmatic differences, financial problems and interpersonal antagonisms proved to be insurmountable.
Nevertheless, despite internal divisions and antagonisms on Polish avant-garde scene, Strzemiński was able to establish an International Collection of Modern Art in 1929-32, the first museum with permanent collection of modern art in Europe. Strzemiński had already envisaged establishing such a collection during his stay in Moscow where he witnessed growing interest in modern art in the course of the 1920s. Between 1923 and 1929, he repeatedly came forward with his project to other contributors to Blok and Praesens but before launching the a. r. group he did not gain enough attention and support. 30 The collection eventually opened on 15 47 In order to gather information for these articles, van Doesburg repeatedly wrote to Polish avant-garde artists and architects asking them for information and reproductions of their works. Stażewski's response to van Doesburg's request indicate that the latter had sent him a letter on 10 October 1928 asking for information and photos of current Polish works, and requesting to pass his letter to other artists. Stażewski delivered the request to Nicz-Borowiakowa, Strzemiński and Skulme and in reaction Polish artists sent van Doesburg a number of reproductions of their artworks. 48 Later, van Doesburg sent similar requests to Andrzej Pronaszko, Witold Minkiewicz (believing that he was the editor of Architektura i Budownictwo) and to Roman Sigalin, one of SAP members who passed it to Jan Stefanowicz, the head of SAP. In his response, Stefanowicz sent van Doesburg 28 photos as well as two issues of SAP yearbook. 49 Van Doesburg received a number of journals and reproductions of works by Brukalscy, Kobro, Malevich, NiczBorowiakowa, Rutkowski, Syrkus, Stażewski, Strzemiński, Szanajca and others, 50 56 Further on, he described it more extensively and with much appreciationhe valued for instance the fact that the exposition was not put in one big building but instead spread in smaller parts surrounded with trees, which reminded him of a park. The exhibition catalogue (Blok 11) listed 17 architectural projects by Oud, van Ravesteyn, Rietveld and van der Vlugt, and several furniture/interior designs by van Ravesteyn and Rietveld. Some of these works were also reproduced in Blok 11, including Oud's plans of Hoek van Holland, Rietveld's Schröder House and two of his famous chairs as well as van der Vlugt's School voor Nijverheidsonderwijs in Groningen (total of 16 illustrations). What is more, planning to incorporate short articles on modern French, German and Dutch architecture in the exhibition catalogue, in January 1926 Polish artist Szczęsny Rutkowski wrote to van Ravesteyn and Oud asking for information on architectural innovations in the Netherlands. 69 Whether Oud supplied Rutkowski with his text is unknown, eventually Blok 11 published a short descriptive article 'Nowoczesna architektura holenderska' [Modern Dutch architecture] written by P. Meller and dated January 1926. Meller discussed the accomplishments of the abovementioned Dutch architects, particularly enthusiastically referring to Berlage and Oud. 70 Having left Blok and established Praesens, Polish artists quickly informed their Dutch colleagues about their new initiative. In January 1926 Stażewski, Syrkus and Rafałowski wrote to van Doesburg asking him to send some material for the first issue of Praesens in order to 'contribuer ainsi à la popularisation en Pologne des idées justes sur architecture' [contribute to the popularization of correct ideas on architecture in Poland]. 71 In response, van Doesburg sent an article as well as his and Rietveld's works. Not being able to attend the Warsaw exhibition in 1926, van Doesburg offered to visit Warsaw with a series of lectures, which unfortunately did not come to fruition although both parties were very keen on the idea. 72 73 Oud's reaction to Syrkus's letter regarding the dissemination of van Doesburg's works is particularly interesting -in the manuscript from 12 April 1926 we read:
Pour ce qui concerne la collaboration de M. van Doesburg, permettez-moi de vous avertir que c'est bien nécessaire de contrôler bien ce qu'on publie de lui. M. van Doesburg est un peintre avec beaucoup d'esprit, qui a écrit d'articles excellents sur la peinture moderne, mais qui -voyant finir la peinture en sa forme présente s'est sauvé dans l'architecture sans aussi le moindre idée de bâtir. N'ayant jamais bâti il proclame une architecture spéculative qui fait beaucoup de mal à l'oeuvre des architectes modernes sérieux […] pour ça c'est absolument nécessaire de savoir précisément ce qu'on publiera de lui et ce qu'on ne publiera pas.
With regard to the cooperation with M. van Doesburg, let me warn you that it is indeed necessary to strictly control which works of his get published. M. van Doesburg is a painter with much spirit, who has written excellent articles on modern painting, but who -seeing the painting end in its present form, has fled to architecture without the slightest idea how to build. Having never built he proclaims a speculative architecture which badly hurts the works of serious architects […] therefore it is absolutely necessary to know precisely which works of his will be published and what will not be published. Due to growing friendship between Syrkus and Oud, the latter's accomplishments were considerably better represented in Praesens than in Blok. Nevertheless, despite Oud's disapproval to van Doesburg's theories reflected in his correspondence with Syrkus, the latter did publish van Doesburg's works in Praesens 1. Initially, the journal maintained good relations with van Doesburg and their correspondence indicates that beside the aforementioned series of lectures which van Doesburg was to give in Warsaw, the Downloaded by [71.174.132 79 The second issue of Praesens was eventually published in May 1930, 4 years after the first one. In his letters to Oud, Syrkus mentioned financial and organizational problems which gradually delayed the publication of this issue -originally expected in September 1926, it got initially postponed by a year only to be finalized in May 1930, partly due to Praesens's involvement in the PWK exhibition. 80 Deploring the lack of money and support for the avant-garde in Poland, Syrkus anyhow intended to publish a good-quality journal, bereft of the mistakes made in the previous issue. Hence, he asked Oud for a previously unpublished text (e.g. comparable to 'Ja und Nein' from Wasmuths Mantshefte) and when he realized that the received photos of Hoek van Holland had already been published many times, he requested new pictures and plans of Oud's Kiefhoek estate. 81 Finally, three articles of Dutch provenance were published in Vantontgerloo's 'Préliminaire axiome', 'Evolution', 'Réflexion'; Stażewski's 'L'art plastique comme résumé de la vie culturelle' and four other texts by Kobro, Strzemiński and Stażewski. The magazine featured also a number of artworks by van Doesburg, van der Leck, Mondrian, Kobro (four sculptures), Stażewski (four paintings) and Strzemiński (seven paintings). Moreover, an exposition of the Abstraction-Création group (c. 35 members) was planned to take place in Warsaw and in Łódź in February/March 1936 with the fifth issue of Abstraction-Création to become the exhibition catalogue. Initially, both parties (Vantongerloo as representative of the group, and Polish Institute for Art Propaganda) were very keen on the idea, yet the project failed due to financial obstacles. 91 
Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to present an inventory of explicit traces of cultural mobility between Polish and Dutch formations of the historical avant-garde and to discuss them in view of relevant archival material, for instance private correspondence between the artists. As a case study in cultural mobility in the interwar Europe, the above-mentioned examples visibly indicate that it had a mutual, reciprocal character and that the exchange between various formations of the avant-garde network surpassed apparent cultural or linguistic boundaries. Each particular avant-garde group and periodical developed in a specific national, cultural and linguistic context, yet, due to the fact that all these formations received limited attention from their respective local environments, they sought a broader audience among other avant-garde groups from across the continent. The correspondence between Polish and Dutch artists reveals their shared interests in each other's works and viewpoints, and that their cooperation and mutual exchange was direct, i.e. without intermediaries from more pivotal nodes. As I have exemplified here, the avantgarde network was characterized by broad diffusion and rapid spreading of ideas and works, which in a broader perspective contributed to the development of modern literary, artistic and architectural thought in the interwar Europe, and beyond.
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